Saba Integration Studio for Saba Cloud

Saba Integration Studio empowers customers, partners and developers to extend Saba Cloud capabilities with integration to HRIS and other third-party systems.

Benefits

- Extend Saba capabilities to support unique, mission-critical use cases within any system or workflow.
- Integrate with HRIS and third-party systems with tools that minimize or eliminate IT and services involvement.
- Leverage a growing library of prebuilt integrations from within the Saba Marketplace.

Extend the Power of Saba Cloud Across Your Enterprise

As HR teams work hard to attract, develop, engage and retain employees, a strong talent management solution is critical to manage the employee lifecycle. While a single talent management solution can bring all of this together, a complete ecosystem for people processes includes HRIS, CRM and other internal systems. Leaving these systems disconnected can result in silos where employee data becomes out of sync, and it is difficult or impossible to get a consolidated view of employee data.

Saba Integration Studio provides rich extensibility through a services-oriented architecture, open APIs, data import and export tools, drag-and-drop data mapping, and prebuilt connectors — empowering customers, partners and developers to extend Saba’s core functionality to support unique business use cases.
Integrate with HRIS and Third-Party Systems with Tools That Minimize or Eliminate IT and Services Involvement

A highly effective talent management solution must make it easy to integrate with HRIS and third-party systems, allowing talent processes to be run with a single source of truth. This enables a complete and consistent understanding of performance, compliance and progress — ultimately empowering better decisions. All organizations want this, but it often comes with a massive amount of complexity, extensive IT involvement and service fees. Saba Integration Studio provides out-of-the-box tools to manage rapid data import and export between systems, as well as drag-and-drop data mapping, allowing data to be mapped and exchanged without IT or services involvement to manipulate the data — ensuring that systems are easily unified and always in sync.

- Connect Saba Cloud with any HRIS or third-party system to enable seamless data transfer
- Create and customize data field mapping via a drag-and-drop interface
- Leverage rapid data import and export tools to automate data exchange

Extend Saba Capabilities to Support Unique, Mission-Critical Use Cases Within Any System or Workflow

Saba provides an extensive set of APIs, enabling nearly every capability to be mashed up and customized to address unique workflows. For example, a semiconductor company could limit clean room access by checking employee certifications and competencies as badges are scanned at the door. A sales organization could deliver targeted learning directly from within the CRM system as reps are entering opportunities. Saba ensures reliability, with proven APIs that are already used extensively across some of the world’s largest enterprises to drive mission-critical business workflows.

- Leverage an API library and testing environment to easily find and test APIs for faster development
- Support for over 200 APIs across learning, content, people, data exchange and other processes
- Experience unparalleled reliability with a solution supporting over 4.7 million API calls per month across some of the world’s largest organizations

Map and exchange data between systems via drag and drop, minimizing or eliminating IT and services requirements

Quickly find the appropriate API calls and test parameters to speed up development
Leverage a Growing Library of Prebuilt Integrations From Saba Marketplace
While Saba provides the tools to easily integrate with third-party systems, Saba Marketplace takes it a step further by making connectivity as easy as drag, drop and done. Saba Marketplace provides access to a growing library of tested, preconfigured integrations, so you can connect Saba Cloud to your HRIS, CRM, job boards, screening services and the latest learning content in minutes.

- Integrate in minutes with systems like Workday, LinkedIn, Adobe Document Cloud, WebEx and more
- Tested, preconfigured connectors make integration as easy as drag, drop and done
- Leverage a growing library of integrations based on the expertise of 100+ partners, specializing in all aspects of talent and learning management

Integrate your talent ecosystem in minutes via drag and drop

Extend Intelligent Talent Management Across the Enterprise
Saba provides a complete Intelligent Talent Management™ suite, Saba Cloud, including applications for recruiting, learning, performance, succession, workforce planning and compensation — with collaboration capabilities and predictive analytics embedded throughout. A key component of Saba’s scalable, reliable and extensible cloud platform, Saba Integration Studio empowers customers, partners and developers with the tools to extend Saba’s capabilities and support unique business use cases throughout the organization.

Visit www.saba.com to schedule a live demo and preview Saba’s Intelligent Talent Management solution!